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Vans or Converse
Shoes. Shoes are important. For walking, for fashion, or just to keep your feet
clean. Whether you like it or not, shoes are a necessity. However, some people
disagree which shoes are superior. Recently, people have worn either Vans or
Converse, so we asked a few people what they thought was better. When we surveyed
the people 75% like Vans and 25% prefer Converse. Almost everyone in the
Newspaper Club prefered Vans. What do you prefer, vans is coming out with better
souls, but converse have been a brand for a way longer time then vans.
The first Vans were made on March 16,1966 in
Anaheim, California by brothers Paul Van Doren and Jim
Van Doren. It was originally called the Van Doren Rubber
Company On the first day they got 12 customers who
would order in the morning and pick up later that day.
Vans used to be used mostly by skateboarders. It got its
motto VANS' "OFF THE WALL" in 1976. By the end of the
70’s Vans had over 70 stores and sells internationally.
Vans soon gained attention internationally and got featured in movies.
Converse were first made Marquis M.
Converse in February 1908. He was 47. The
store they makes converse specialises in making
Galoshes. Galoshes are rubber based shoes.
The first real converse shoe wasa brown hightop
with a black sole. However, converses became
popular when Chuck Taylor began wearing them.
This was a major break-through for the Converse company. Chuck Taylor
gave them inspiration for their name in 1921. In 1936, the white hightop
with red and blue stripes that was made for Chuck Taylor in the Olympics
became the most popular design for the converse company. It is still a
design today.

School News
not
come to school, you will be alone!!!!
December

23- January 6 winter break: do

January 17-

Masquerade Ball / Winter
Dance 6:00-8:00 PM wear your
masks and it is a formal dance (so
dress fancy)

January 6-Talent Show Auditions







` February 3-Drama Auditions

RIDDLES



1. I have a room with no windows and no doors. What am I?

2. I am an odd number. Take away a letter and I
become even. What number am I?

3. What has hands but doesn't clap?

4.

How many letters are in “the alphabet”



5. I have a head, A tail, am brown, but
have no legs. What am I?



Recipes
Sushi:
1. Choose your raw fish (Some choices are tuna,
salmon, or scallop)(Optional)
2. Get some sheets of nori
3. Get some masago (fish eggs)
4. Get a few avocados
5. Get some shrimp
6. Get a sushi roller
7. Peel and cook the shrimp
8. Cut the avocado into slices
9. Put your rice on the sushi roller and flatten it out to
cover the whole roller.
10. Put some nori on the rice
11. Put all of the ingredients except the raw fish on it.
12. Roll up everything except the raw fish
13. Put away the roller
14. Top the sushi with raw fish.
15. You are done !!!

Interview with Mr.Pollock

What is your favorite science class to teach? None of them, my favorite is woodshop ;)
Vans or converse? Both
Do you respect the drip? Always Karen!
What is your opinion of Karen? She was my first girlfriend
What is your favorite memory at Pasteur? Singing the hits with Mr. Mills
What do you have to say to future Pasteur students? Work hard and be kind
How do you expect Pasteur students to behave? Like the little terrors they are
How old are you? Too old
What is your favorite number? 13, I think it is probably lonely
Can you braid your beard? Yes, but I have never allowed anyone to do so…. Who would want
to
touch that thing!
What is your favorite animal? Sockeye Salmon, it’s delicious too.
Do you have any animals? 3 their names are Wilson, Henry and June.

Here is Mr.Pollock’s favorite memory from his years at Pasteur
https://youtu.be/pi4nQ7yNMzE

Are you wondering who made the
newspaper?
Lydia Chechourka-Price
Wilson Pollock
Lilly Gonzales 
London Black
Allison Krepich
Landon Dempsey
Athena Kanuha
Kaeleana Duncan
Daylah Debol
Alia Perrou
Jack Davey
Ryan Polich

We all work together!

